CIM
CourseLeaf Curriculum

Confidence in your curriculum
Tightly integrate with Banner and Colleague to keep
your data accurate across departments and colleges.

Proposal to publication

Benefits
>

Increased transparency
encourage collaboration
across campus

>

Streamline curriculum
process

>

Ability to track past,
present, and future
curriculum through
historical records of edits
and proposals

>

Informed curriculum
decision making through
vast reporting tools

Approved
proposals
CIM Courses

proposals

workflow

> Reduce time in workflow

SIS

and governance

> Identify impact through
our Ecosystem

> Eliminate data entry
Cat Courses

catalog edits

workflow

publish catalog

Simplify and automate your approval process

through data mapping
and modeling

> Syncs with your SIS and
catalog

CourseLeaf Curriculum (CIM) streamlines the entire process of creating,
editing, managing, and archiving course and program proposals at your
institution.
Use dynamic next-generation smart forms which include department specific
business logic, data mapping, to automatically drives your approval workflow.
With pre-populated forms your data integrates seemlessly with your Ellucian
system of record using ETHOS or CourseLeaf’s legacy integration.
CIM also displays the ecosystem of courses and programs impacted by
proposed changes for informed decision-making. After governance approval,
CIM’s SIS Sync provides an accuracy report between your CIM data and
Banner or Colleague before bridging the data back to your SIS.

I can sincerely
say that, of all
the software
implementations
that I have been
part of, this
was the most
efficient.
Juan Gilberto Garcia Jr.
Texas A&M International

CIM
CourseLeaf Curriculum

Make learning outcomes useful across your campus.
Mapping course and program learning outcomes
Viewing course-to-program relationships

Create accurate, trackable learning outcomes with CourseLeaf CIM.
Learning outcomes recorded within word processing documents leave many institutions scrambling to find and
manage them during accreditation. This disconnected management also prevents institutions from presenting
outcomes to students and administrators, complicating the reporting and compliance process.
CourseLeaf Curriculum (CIM) allows faculty to manage course and program learning outcomes using our robust
workflow engine and integration packages, ensuring your learning outcomes are uniformly written, mapped to
appropriate courses, and managed across your systems of record. Managing learning outcomes in CourseLeaf CIM
positively impacts several distinct campus audiences:
Faculty and Program Managers
Access learning outcomes to better understand the
impact of proposed curricular changes.
Staff and Campus Administrators
Quickly and easily generate reports of approved
learning outcomes for use during accreditation,
reporting, and compliance processes.

Students
Understand how coursework and curriculum
contributes toward their certification by
viewing the skills and knowledge they’ll acquire.

Confidence in your Curriculum.
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